Marchwood Parish Council
Marchwood Village Hall
Marchwood
SO40 4SF

Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

023 8086 0273
SO40
023 8086 5225
marchwoodparish@btconnect.com

5th December 2017
Dear Councillor
A meeting of the Parish Council will be held in the Pine Room, Marchwood Village Hall, on Monday 11th
December 2017 at 7.30pm, you are summoned to attend.
Yours sincerely

Clerk to the Council

AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Apologies for absence
Public participation - may speak for up to three minutes.
Declarations of Interest
Chairman’s report
Minutes: To confirm the minutes of the meeting held on 9th October and 16th October 2017.
Report from New Forest District Councillors – Report A
Report from Hampshire County Councillor – Report B
Reports of Representatives to Outside Bodies
Committee Minutes: to receive as follows:
Amenities: 13th November 2017
Planning: 6th November and 4th December 2017
Policy & Resources: 20th November 2017
10. Budget & Precept 2018 / 2019 – Appendix A
11. Income & Expenditure for October 2017 – Appendix B
12. Internal Audit Report 2017-18 (Interim) – Appendix C
13. Appointment of an Executive Committee – Report C
14. Replacement steps at the Oaklands bridge - Report D
15. Hampshire County Council – Area teams and Rights of Way vegetation priority cutting list for 2018
– Appendix D
16. Planning application 17/11545 – Olive Cottage, Park Lane: two storey rear extension; porch; flue.
17. Parish Council priorities for 2017-18 (verbal update)
a) New Scout and Guide building
b) Engage with the Community at more events
18. Exclusion of Press and Public - That in view of the confidential nature of the business about to be
transacted, it was advisable in the public interest that the press and public be temporarily excluded.
19. Compensation for covering the RFO & Deputy Clerk post – Report E

Members of the public are welcome to attend meetings of the Parish Council. Copies of items
referred to in the agenda are available from the Parish Council office on request.

www.marchwoodparishcouncil.org.uk
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Report A

Report of District Councillor Alison Hoare
December 2017
There has been a review of the Cabinet at NFDC, as a result I have been appointed Portfolio Holder
for the Environment.
Two new Cabinet positions have been created, Local Economic Development, Property and
Innovation, which covers Economic Development Strategy, Business Engagement and Growth, New
Forest Business Partnership, Local enterprise partnerships, Asset Management/property Matters,
Smarter Working, and Collaboration and Innovation. This position has been given to Cllr Michael
Harris. The other Portfolio is Communications, this covers Community Engagement, Community
Grants and support, Customer Services, Electoral Services, Community Safety Partnership, (safer
New Forest) CCTV, Careline and Communications. This position has been given to Cllr Diane
Andrews.
As a result of these changes I will no longer be on the Planning Committee.
Emergency Plan
Following my request in the Village News asking for volunteers with 4x4 and chain saw holders with
appropriate licences, I have had one volunteer. I also hope to attend a briefing on Emergency
planning at HCC this month.
Waterside Infrastructure Group
I attended a meeting of the group on 29th November 2017, we were given presentations from ABP,
which related to its activities as the port moves forward, it is now capable of handling the largest
Cargo ships in the world, which are actually more environmentally friendly than the smaller ones,
they are using electric cars on the port side and are transporting a quarter of their commodities by
train. There was little mention on Dibden Bay but they are on huge investment programme as we
progress to leaving the European Union and I would expect the process for a National Infrastructure
Planning Application to start possibly next year or the year after.
We had a presentation relating to the large scale development at Fawley Power Station, should
there be another public exhibition relating to this site, I would advise Councillors to visit, I was
surprised to learn that the whole project may take up to 30 years to complete, which did worry me a
little.
Hampshire County Council did acknowledge the problems on the A326 and are thinking of some
small measures which may help alleviate the delays in the short term, long term they aim to work
with the Cadland Estate (Fawley Power Station) and ABP for a solution.
Wishing you all, a Very Happy Christmas and New Year.
Cllr Alison Hoare
23 80872979
Alison.hoare@newforest.gov.uk
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Marchwood Parish Council Meeting – 12th December 2017
NFDC New Enforcement Team
Now provide weekend dog cover with trained staff from within the team.
Increased levels of education and enforcement in all areas and trained staff out on patrol and
able to respond district wide to improve urban and rural environments.
Improved handling and removal of abandoned vehicles.
Continue to patrol 7 days a week to maintain high levels of compliance from drivers throughout
the District.
“Operation Robin” – Enforcement officers work in partnership with DVLA and Police to clamp and
deal with untaxed vehicles on the streets of New Milton, Ringwood and Fordingbridge.
“Ring of Steel” – Enforcement Officers and Police target trade vehicles operating without a waste
carriers licence.
Through the changes to the management structure of the service a £35k saving has been made
in this financial year.
Public Conveniences
The Council has refurbished toilets at Barton Court Avenue, New Milton Recreation Ground and
Bath Road in Lymington. In the next three years it is proposed to modernise to a cubical system,
The Quay, Lymington Year 1, Sea Road Milton on Sea Year 2 and Bransgore and replacement of
Barton Beach unit Year 3.
Open discussions with Totton & Eling Council to hand back the Eling Recreation Ground toilet
block
New Forest Waterside Conference
I attended this Conference hosted by Bob Jackson.
There were presentations from Deloitte given by John Adams and Sir Howard Bernstein
Followed by Presentation from members of the Private Sector Commissioning Group
Alastair Welch for ABP, Aldred Drummond for Fawley Waterside and James Hannon for Solent
Gateway.
The Public Sector Perspective was given by Frank Baxter HCC followed by Alison Barnes New
Forest National Park on the “Importance of Natural Capital”.
We were than able to fire questions to the panel of speakers.
There is obviously a lot going to happen along the Waterside over the next few years and I am
sure there will be many more meeting of this sort in an attempt to soften us up as regards the
amount of development that is to come the Waterside’s way. Dibden Bay will not be immune.
So as we so often say we must “Watch this Space”.
2018 will be a very interesting year.

A Merry Christmas to your all and a Happy New Year.

Cllr: Sue Bennison
Tel: 02380 813442
Email: sue.bennison@newforest.gov.uk

2nd October 2017
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Report for Marchwood Parish Council: December 2017
At the last full meeting of Hampshire County Council, the administration pushed through a budget
which includes a further cut of £140 million over the next two year period.
It is very hard to know exactly what this will mean, because it wasn't accompanied by any specific
details as to exactly what will be cut to achieve the savings required. However, it is likely that all
bus subsidies will now go. I also understand that 50% of the Household Waste Recycling tips will
go (unless new charges are introduced). Clearly, there is a “risk” to our Marchwood facility. There
will be no new road safety schemes unless there have been actual incidents involving serious injury
or death which require engineering solutions.
I do expect some new signage to be erected on the approaches to Rushington roundabout shortly,
advising lorry drivers to slow down (in response to a number of vehicles tipping over). I am also
pressing to have the adjacent footpath moved back away from the road. However, schemes which
include a degree of work, such as pedestrian safety in Long Lane and the planned extension to the
cycle route (Marchwood end) aren't being progressed at all quickly – almost certainly as a result of
cuts that have already taken place.
I visited the local Area Office, to see the latest equipment being used by Hampshire Highways.
They do, at least, seem to be well prepared for winter with gritter spreaders, snow ploughs and even
a new pot hole buster machine.
I have, once again, been pushing the campaign for restoring the passenger service along the
Waterside railway line. It seems government are warming to the idea and looking at lines that can
be used again. Hampshire County Council are still officially “agnostic” (a word that HCC officers
use a lot). However, there is a pressure to do more about traffic congestion west of Southampton
and particularly the urgent issue of poor air quality. Part of Totton, (along the A35) is now included
in a newly designated Air Quality Zone.
There was a lot of public concern in advance of the closure of the Redbridge flyover a few weeks
ago. I posted a notice about this on my Facebook Page which had a reach of over 80,000 people! In
the event, the work was carried out in a timely fashion, with some degree of inconvenience to a
number of people – but then any road that is used by 65,000 a day is always going to be missed
when not available. It is planned that the Eastbound section will be closed for similar work in
February.
I have undertaken another visit and tour of the Marchwood Power station, partly as a means of
getting to know the new General Manager, Steve Pace. I have also paid a visit to Richard Tauntons
College in Southampton, meeting the Principal, now that they are teaching increasing numbers of
students from this area (following the contraction of Totton College). It was also a great pleasure to
enjoy an afternoon with the Solid Silver club in Marchwood.
I also attended (& spoke) at the Waterside Conference, held at the Balmer Lawn Hotel, learning a
little about development plans and ideas for infrastructure improvements.
I have stepped down from my role as a Governor at Eling Infants School, simply to reduce
commitments on my time.
That's it. Apart from wishing you all a very Merry Christmas and all good wishes for the New Year!
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Marchwood Parish Council
Internal Audit Report 2017-18 (Interim)

Claire Lingard
Consultant Auditor

Stuart Pollard
Director
Auditing Solutions Ltd

Appendix C
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Background and Scope
Statute requires all town and parish councils to arrange for an independent internal audit
examination of their accounting records and systems of internal control and for the
conclusions to be reported each year in the Annual Return.
This report provides detail of the work undertaken during our interim visit to the Council
for 2017-18, which took place on 19th October 2017 and will be updated following our final
visit, the date of which has still to be arranged, but will, as previously, follow closure of the
year’s Account’s .

Internal Audit Approach
In commencing our review of the Council’s accounting, governance and other records, we
have again paid due regard to the materiality of transactions and their susceptibility to
potential misrecording or misrepresentation in the year-end Statement of Accounts, also
following up issues identified in prior year reports.
As the Council’s Internal Auditor and under the revised audit arrangements, we have a duty
to complete the internal audit certificate in the Council’s Annual Return, which covers the
basic financial systems and requires assurances in ten separate areas. Consequently, our
programme of cover is designed to examine the control systems and procedures in place,
together with applying selective sample testing, where appropriate, to ensure that those
controls are operating in the approved manner and thereby give assurance not only to us
that they are sound, but also to members and the local electorate.

Overall Conclusion
Overall, we are pleased to conclude that, in the areas examined to date, the Council
continues to maintain effective control systems that help ensure that transactions are
accurately recorded in the financial ledgers and are reported accurately in the Statement of
Accounts and Annual Return for the financial year.
We are pleased to acknowledge the quality of records maintained by the Clerk and thank
her for her assistance and that of her colleagues, which has ensured the smooth progress of
our review process.
We are pleased to record to record that no formal recommendations arise from the work
undertaken to date this year.

This report has been prepared for the sole use of Marchwood Parish Council. To the fullest extent permitted by law, no
responsibility or liability is accepted by Auditing Solutions Ltd to any third party who purports to use or rely, for any
reason whatsoever, on this report, its content or conclusions.
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Detailed Report
Maintenance of Accounting Records & Bank Reconciliations
The Council uses the Omega accounting software to maintain the financial and
management accounting records with three bank accounts in operation with Lloyds plc.
Detail of transactions on those accounts is recorded on a combined current and deposit
account cashbook with a separate investment cashbook. The Recreation Ground charity
operates its own bank account at Unity Bank.
Our objective here is to ensure that the accounting records are being maintained accurately
and currently and that no anomalous entries appear in cashbooks or financial ledgers. We
have consequently:  Checked and agreed the opening Omega trial balance detail for 2017-18 with the
2016-17 Statement of Accounts and certified Annual Return for that year;
 Checked that the financial ledger remains “in balance” currently;
 Ensured that the cost and expenditure coding structure is appropriate for the
Council’s reporting needs;
 Checked and agreed detail of the combined current and reserve bank accounts
cashbook for April and August 2017 to the relevant bank account statements;
 Checked and agreed all transactions (due to the low volumes) from April to October
2017 on the supporting Lloyd Rec Unity Trust Bank account and United Trust Bank
cashbooks to relevant bank account statements; and
 Checked and agreed detail on all accounts’ bank reconciliations as at 30th April and
31st August 2017 to ensure that no cheques or deposits remain uncleared at bank for
an undue period and that no anomalous entries exist: no such issues exist.
Conclusions
We are pleased to record that no significant issues have been identified in this area of
our review to date. We discussed with the clerk the ongoing unreconciled balance of
£0.03with the Clerk a balance of £0.03 since 24th April 2017, associated with cheque
number 7898 resulting from Lloyds clearing the cheque at a reduced value by £0.03 and
have suggested that the account’s entry be amended accordingly to clear the
“imbalance”.
We shall examine further months’ transactions at our final visit, also verifying the yearend bank reconciliation detail and ensuring the accurate disclosure of the combined
year-end balances in the Accounts and Annual Return.

Review of Corporate Governance
Our objective here is to ensure that the Council has a robust series of corporate governance
policies, procedures and documentation in place; that Council and Committee meetings are
conducted in accordance with the adopted Standing Orders and that, as far as we are able to
ascertain, no actions of a potentially unlawful nature have been or are being considered for
Marchwood PC: 2017-18 (Interim)

3-November-2017

Auditing Solutions Ltd
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implementation that may adversely affect the Council’s financial standing or result in a
legal challenge. We have:
 Commenced our review of the Council’s and standing Committees’ minutes
(excluding Planning) for the year to October 2017 to determine whether any issues
exist that may have an adverse effect, through litigation or other causes, on the
Council’s current or future financial stability; and
 Noted that both Standing Orders and Financial Regulations were amended to reflect
the revised EU tendering and contract advertising regulations in September 2015.
We understand that Standing Orders are currently under review and that the
members will also consider reviewing the Financial Regulations in due course.
Conclusions
No significant matters arise in this area of our review process to date. We shall continue
to review the Council’s approach to governance at future visits, also continuing our
review of minutes.

Review of Expenditure
Our aim here is to ensure that:  Council resources are released in accordance with the Council’s approved
procedures and approved budgets;
 Payments are supported by appropriate documentation, either in the form of an
original trade invoice or other appropriate form of document confirming the
payment as due and/or an acknowledgement of receipt, where no other form of
invoice is available;
 All discounts due on goods and services supplied are identified and appropriate
action taken to secure the discount;
 The correct expense codes have been applied to invoices when processed; and
 VAT has been appropriately identified and coded to the control account for periodic
recovery.
We have again reviewed the controls in place over the placement of orders, receipt and
approval of invoices for payment and release of relevant funds to traders, etc. and consider
them to be robust and consistently applied, with members physically examining and
initialling each invoice as and when they sign cheques.
We have commenced testing for compliance with the above criteria, examining a sample of
non-pay related payments including all individual transactions in excess of £1,500 plus
every 20th payment irrespective of value in the year to 30th September 2017. Our test
sample included 17 items totalling £61,000 and representing 39% of all non-pay related
expenditure to that date.
We note that the Council’s VAT returns continue to be submitted quarterly and have
verified the first quarter’s return to the underlying Omega control account balances also
noting subsequent settlement by HMRC.

Marchwood PC: 2017-18 (Interim)
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Conclusions
No issues have been identified in this area of our review process to warrant formal
comment or recommendation. We shall extend examine the remaining transactions for
the year at our final visit, also verifying the accuracy of the residual three quarterly VAT
reclaims to the accounting software.

Assessment and Management of Risk
Our aim here is to ensure that the Council has put in place appropriate arrangements to
identify all potential areas of risk of both a financial and health and safety nature, whilst
also ensuring that appropriate arrangements exist to monitor and manage those risks to
minimise the opportunity for their coming to fruition. We have:  Noted that the Council continues to undertake a raft of risk assessments using the
Local Council Risk System (LCRS) software providing a formalised financial risk
register. We note that the registers have been updated, reviewed and adopted by
members at the Full Council meeting in July 2017;
 Examined the Council’s three insurance policy schedules to May 2017 with cover
for the Council and Lloyds Recreation Ground provided by Aviva, whilst Motor
Vehicle cover is provided by Farmers. We note the change in Fidelity Guarantee
cover, which has been increased to £500,000, whilst Employer’s and Public
Liability cover remain at £10 million, Hirers’ Indemnity at £5 million and Loss of
Revenue cover at £10,000. Lloyds Recreation Ground cover stands at, for
Employer’s and Public Liability - £10 million, Hirers’ Indemnity - £50,000,
Personal Accident - £50,000 and Commercial Legal Protection - £250.000; and
 Examined the Council’s arrangements for the regular inspection of playgrounds and
recreation areas. The Council is responsible for five recreation areas: the Head
Groundsman is RPI certificated and checks all recreation areas on a fortnightly
basis completing an inspection form, which is returned to the Health & Safety
Officer for secure retention.
Annual inspections are conducted by the Play Inspection Company with detailed risk based
reports provided to the Council’s Health & Safety Officer for action and retention. We are
advised by the Clerk that a Playground and Recreation Area inspection policy is currently
under development and will be reviewed by members shortly.
Conclusions
We are pleased to record that the level of insurance cover is considered appropriate in
each area and that a process for consideration of the risk assessment and management
documents has been achieved by the Council. We also consider the Council’s
arrangements for the regular inspection of playgrounds and recreation areas robust.
We take this opportunity to remind the Clerk of RoSPA’s current advice that all
inspection documents should be retained for a period of no less than 21 years, digitally, if
necessary and that all playground inspectors should receive update training by an RPI
certificated trainer, every two years or so, to remain aware of current Health & Safety
legislation and working practices.
Marchwood PC: 2017-18 (Interim)
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Budgetary Control & Reserves
Our objective here is to ensure that the Council has robust procedures in place for
identifying and approving its future budgetary requirements and the level of precept to be
drawn down from the District Council: also, that an effective reporting and monitoring
process is in place. We also aim to ensure that the Council retains appropriate funds in
general and earmarked reserves to finance its ongoing spending plans, whilst retaining
appropriate sums to cover any unplanned expenditure that might arise.
This interim visit was undertaken in advance of any formal conclusions being reached on
the 2018-19 budgetary and precept requirements of the Council: consequently, we shall
revisit the area at our final visit.
We are pleased to note that members continue to receive regular budget reports and have
examined the latest available budget performance report (as at 30th September 2017) with
no significant or unexplained / unanticipated variances warranting further enquiry of or
action by officers.
Conclusions
We are pleased to record that no issues arise in this area currently, as indicated above,
we shall undertake further work in this area at our final visit, not only ensuring the
satisfactory completion of the budget and precept assessments for 2018-19, but also
reviewing the current year-end budget outturn and ensuring the appropriateness of yearend balances to finance the Council’s ongoing revenue spending requirements and any
future development aspirations.

Review of Income
The Council receives income from a relatively limited range of sources in addition to the
annual precept, primarily by way of newsletter advertising fees, with sports field bookings
and casual tennis court hire fees now banked in the name of the Lloyd Recreation Ground
Trust into a separate account.
Our aim here is to ensure that all income due to the Council is identified and recovered
within a reasonable time and that the Council is receiving value for money from the
“investment” of surplus funds.
Conclusions
Other than noting that members have previously determined that prices for Newsletter
advertising should remain unchanged in 2017-18 and the sample cashbook testing of
receipt transactions to bank statements noted earlier in this report, no further work was
undertaken in this area at this interim visit. Consequently, we shall revisit the area at our
final visit examining a sample of income streams and updating our year-on-year analysis
of income across the various areas.

Marchwood PC: 2017-18 (Interim)
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Petty Cash Account
A petty cash account is in use within the parish office on an “imprest” holding of £200 with
actual expenditure reimbursed periodically during the year to return the holding to £200.
Whilst no material sums are involved in this respect, the IA Certificate in the Annual
Return requires us to form an opinion on the soundness, or otherwise, of controls in this
area. Consequently, we aim to ensure that all payments are appropriately supported by
either a trade invoice or appropriate till receipt; that VAT is identified for recovery and that
reimbursement payments are made accurately.
We have examined detail of the expenditure incurred and re-imbursement of a sample
period (August and September 2017) to ensure that each payment is supported
appropriately and that any VAT incurred is identified for subsequent recovery from HMRC
and are pleased to record that no issues arise.
Conclusions
We are pleased to note that no issues warranting formal comment or recommendation
arise in this area at present, also noting that the physical cash-in-hand is routinely
checked and periodically as and when cheque re-imbursements are required. We are also
pleased to note from our discussions with the Clerk that members will now consider
revising advertising fees during the annual budget setting process.

Review of Salaries
In examining the Council’s payroll function, we aim to confirm that extant legislation is
being appropriately observed as regards adherence to the Employee Rights Act 1998 and
the requirements of HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) legislation, the deduction and
payment over of income tax and NI contributions, and meeting the requirements of the
local government pension scheme, most recently amended with effect from 1st April 2017
in relation to employee contribution bandings. To meet that objective, we have:  Noted previously that the NJC award covering 2016-2018 has been approved by
members for payment and implemented accordingly;
 Noted that the Finance Officer continues to prepare the monthly payroll “in-house”
using bespoke Sage software;
 Checked and agreed detail of the August 2017 gross payroll to the schedule of
approved salaries, noting that all six of the Council’s employees are on NJC Scale
Points;
 Verified that deductions for those individuals contributing to the pension scheme
have been accurately computed in line with the revised national procedures across
the annual salary bandings;
 Ensured that tax and NI deductions have been made applying the appropriate tax
code and NI Table as revised with effect from April 2017;
 Examined the supporting time records verifying that, where variable hours arise,
they are subject to independent certification and approval;

Marchwood PC: 2017-18 (Interim)
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 Checked and agreed the physical payment of net salaries and payments to external
agents (HMRC and the County Pension Fund) from summary reports, noting that
submissions are made directly to the HMRC via SAGE Payroll and that salary
payments are now made by BACS, the previous Telepay system having been
dispensed with due to its unjustifiable expense; and
 Noted that monthly, electronic submissions of payroll detail to HMRC under extant
legislation continue to be made in a timely manner.
Conclusions
We are pleased to record that no issues have been identified in our review of the payroll
procedures.

Investments and Loans
In this area of our review, we seek to confirm that the Council is utilising its available
resources to best effect and is maximising its interest earning potential. We note that the
Council has investments in the following funds:





CCLA Deposit fund
CCLA Property fund
Lloyds two-year fixed term deposit (Maturing November 2017)
United Trust Bank one-year fixed term deposit

The Council has no loans in place currently, either repayable by or to it.
Conclusions
We are pleased to record that no issues arise in this area currently: we shall examine any
further transactions on the “investments” at our final visit ensuring that interest earned
is received and recorded appropriately.
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Appointment of an Executive Committee
Over the Summer break the Clerk needed Councillors to make an urgent
decision regarding a member of staff. This caused problems as Councillors
were away on holiday.
The Clerk eventually contacted Councillors via email and a decision was
made which was later reported to a committee meeting. Concern was raised
at the committee meeting that a decision made via email is illegal and had not
followed the Council’s Standing Orders.
With this in mind the Clerk asked by Cllr Young to contact other councils in
Hampshire and ask what procedures they have in place to cover these
instances. New Milton Town Council has in place an Executive Committee
which works on the basis below.
The Executive Committee will be empowered to take urgent decisions or
action on behalf of the Parish Council only where it is not practical to call a
meeting of the full Council or the appropriate Committee which would have
normally been responsible for making the decisions or taking the action.
Meetings shall be called with a minimum of 3 working days notice.
The Clerk or the Chairman shall be empowered to call a meeting of the
Executive Committee. Any Councillor can make representations to the Clerk
as to the need to call a meeting of the Executive Committee but it
shall be the decision of the Clerk in consultation with Chairman as to the
appropriateness of such a meeting.
The Executive Committee shall comprise the Chairman of the Council; the
Vice Chairman of the Council; the Chairman of the Policy and
Resources Committee; the Chairman of the Amenities Committee and the
Chairman of the Planning Committee. Where the Chairman or Vice Chairman
of the Council is also Chair of a Committee the Vice-Chairman of that
Committee shall also have a seat on the Executive Committee. The quorum
for such meetings shall be 3.
Minutes of the meeting shall be taken and reported to the next Parish Council
meeting.
The Chairman on behalf of the Executive Committee shall report to the
next the full Council meeting and to any appropriate Committee ASAP, as to
all action taken, with particular reference to any unavoidable departure from
Standing Orders.
The Committee shall be authorised to incur expenditure on behalf of the
Council up to but not exceeding £5000. Authority to exceed this limit may be
given in advance by the Council in specified instances only.
Cllr R Young.
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Replacement steps at Oaklands Bridge
As Members will be aware the Parish Council owns the bridge at the bottom of
Woodglade Close that extends over the stream and into the open space by Crooked
Hays Copse.
To the side of the bridge is a set of steps that allows access to a small footpath that
runs along the stream.
These steps have become worn and are now getting to a position where they need
to removed and replaced with new ones.

We have contacted three companies for quotes for completing the above works.
New Forest District Council have quoted the following:
Please note that I have included two quotations for your consideration one to include
a fence that runs from the bridge, down the length of the steps and to finish along the
side of the ditch (as a safety measure) the second is just to install the new steps.
Quote One.
To include fence.
Supply all materials and labour.
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To erect a safety fence along the top of the footpath beside the bridge during works
and to close footpath at all relevant entrances and to place signs.
To dig out old tarmac and type one.
Remove all old timbers.
Replace with Oak hardwood sleepers.
Install new fence using Oak posts.
Back fill with Type one.
Compact.
Cost £2613.00
Quote Two
Excluding Fence
Same as above except for fence work
Cost £2506.00
Rocon who completed the work on Footpath 14 are due to meet Officers on site
during the week commencing 4th December. It is hoped to report their quote verbally
to the meeting. Another local company has also been invited to provide a quote.

